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Abstract. Multiple reflections in test objects with several layers complicate the 
analysis of ultrasound signals from interfaces covered with several layers. The 
interpretation of the signals is hardly possible if the sound velocities of the layers are 
unknown. Gust determined sound velocity and thickness of one layer simultaneously 
with scanning acoustic microscopy via moving a probe vertically to the surface. The 
echo of each interface is highest if the focus is located at the interface. So the 
displacement between the positions where the echo of the first and the second 
interface become strongest and the time of flight between the interfaces can be used 
to determine sound velocity and thickness simultaneously. Moving the focus can also 
be realized by an annular array at a fixed position via driving the elements with time 
lags determined by a geometric model. The assigned focus position and the assumed 
sound velocity are varied and the amplitude of the echoes is analysed. The use of an 
annular instead of a disk probe leads to additional, interfering signal parts 
complicating the introduced method. A method for deconvolution and signal 
separation had been used in to determine the differences in time of flight of the echo 
parts. These time differences allow a direct calculation of thickness and sound 
velocity via an inverse geometric model. Using this method, results can be obtained 
with an uncertainty of only 5%, although the sound velocities and thicknesses can not 
be determined correctly because the geometric model neglects the wave character of 
the sound. So this contribution presents the development of a modified, wave based 
model evaluating the time of flight from sound field simulations based on Green’s 
functions and point source synthesis. As the application on measured data shows, the 
accuracy can be increased more than 99%. 

1. Introduction  

Advances in the development of electronic devices make the nondestructive testing of these 
devices more and more important. Arrays are used instead of the conventional single probes 
to satisfy the higher requirements for testing because the array elements can be driven 
independently so that a more flexible testing is possible. Alternatively to the widely spreaded 
linear arrays, annular arrays are used in this contribution because their focus has a small 
extension in all dimensions, which allows a testing with high resolution. The focus can be 
positioned at the acoustic axis of the transducer.  
However, single focussing probes are used in acoustic microscopy because annular arrays 
are still not available for these working frequencies. Thus the first approach to determine 
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sound velocity and thickness of one-layered test objects simultaneously was developed for 
scanning acoustic microscopy via moving a probe vertically to the surface [1]. The echo of 
each interface is highest if the focus is located on it. So the displacement between the 
positions where echo of the first and the second interface become strongest and the time of 
flight between the interfaces can be used to determine sound velocity and thickness 
simultaneously. In [2] a method is introduced which allows a simultaneous determination of 
sound velocity and thickness of up to two layers with an annular array at a fixed position. It 
works by varying the time lags driving the elements to move the focus along the acoustic 
axis of the transducer. Different sound velocities of the examined layers are assumed and the 
energy of the echo signal for each assigned focus position is analysed. For each assumed 
sound velocity the signal energy becomes maximal if the focus is located on the interface. 
The time of flight between the echoes of surface and backwall and the information from 
focussing (time lags for maximal energy of reflected signal) are used together to determine 
sound velocity and thickness of the layer simultaneously. The setup for measurements and 
simulations consists of plates of steel or aluminum behind a water delay line. The transducer 
is an annular array (see fig. 1) with 15 channels (some rings are divided in four segments) 
and a centre frequency of 6 MHz. Having a closer look at the received signals leads to the 
approach discussed in this contribution. 
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Figure 1. Left: Structure of the used annular array. Right: exemplary experimental setup and dimensions of the 
elements of the array (all dimension in [mm]). ri: inner radius  ra: outer radius 

 
 
The method [2, 3] is complicated by additional signal parts, which interfere with the signal 
containing the required information. Figure 2 shows the signals s for transceiving with the 
central element (s11), first (s22), second (s33) and third (s44) ring. Visibly the echo of the central 
element is much shorter than the echoes of the ring elements. Whereas the signal of the third 
ring can be clearly interpreted as two independent echoes, the signals at first ring interfere. 
With respect to the signals from the outer rings it can be assumed that they also contain two 
signal parts, which cannot be separated without difficulties.  
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Figure 2. Echoes of central element (a), first ring (b), second ring (c) and third ring (d). Top: Whole 
recorded echo with surface echo (1), first (2) and second (3) backwall echo. Bottom: zoom of the analysed 

first backwall echo 
 
The two signal parts can be related geometrically to two different propagation paths: the 
direct wave with normal incidence and the wave which is received at the opposite site of the 
ring if it is emitted and detected with the same element, see fig. 3 (left). There are also a short 
and a long path if emission and detection are done with different elements, see fig. 3 (right).  
 

  
Figure 3. Geometrical interpretation of sound propagation paths for ring elements 

 
The analysis of the signals hypothesises that the time difference of the two signal parts 
contains the information about thickness and sound velocity of a layer. This yields to the idea 
to determine the time lags directly from the signals without focussing, as an alternative to the 
iterative method introduced in [2].  
 
Section 2 presents the developed methods: determining the time lags, applying an inverse 
geometric model of sound propagation and correcting this model by sound field calculations. 
Section 3 shows results of determined sound velocities and thicknesses of several specimens. 
These results are discussed in section 4 and section 5 gives a conclusion. 

2.  Methods 

 
For data acquisition the segments are connected to rings. Each ring transmits separately and 
the echoes are recorded at all elements. The echoes at the segments are used for adjusting the 
probe for normal incident into the specimen. For the further analysis also the echoes received 
at the segments of a whole ring are superposed so that 6 x 6 signals are analysed.  
To obtain the sound velocity the differences in time of flight of the two echo parts are 
determined. These times are used as input for an inverse model. This contribution presents a 
geometric model, which can be handled mathematicly very easy but of course does not 
describe the sound propagation correctly and so has to be corrected by simulations. 
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2.1 Signal separation 

As shown in figure 2 the signals of the inner ring elements interfere. So they complicate the 
determination of the time differences. Supplying of reference signals for the different 
measurement setups is not necessary, because a well-adapted reference signal can be obtained 
during the measurement. It is assumed that the echo of the central element is nearly similar 
to the first part of the ring elements echo. So this echo is used for the signal separation. 
Therefor as first step the analytic signal sij

H is calculated by Hilbert transform of signal sij 
emitted by element i and received by element j.  

 

 

(1) 

 
The envelope of the signal is the absolute value of the signal. The time window for the 
reference signal was selected in the range where the envelope of the signal is bigger 
than -18 dB respective to its maximum. The analytic form of the signal allows correcting 
small phase differences of the signals. The mean phase difference is calculated and used to 
shift the reference signal. Finally the real part of the difference of analysed and phase shifted 
reference signal is calculated. This yields to a difference signal sD containing only the second 
signal part. The results are shown exemplarily for emission and detection on first, second and 
third ring (s22, s33, s44) in figure 4. 
 

 

(2) 

 

Figure 4. Signal separation: transceiving with first ring (a) second ring (b) and third ring (c).  

Top: original signal. Bottom: separated second signal part 
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For the third ring some relics can be seen. They are caused by the different signal form of 
the outer rings. The reference signal is not that well adapted for the outer elements than for 
the inner one. But this does not complicate the following analysis because the signal parts 
are already clearly separated in the original signal. 

 2.2 Geometric Model 

The first approximation of sound propagation is done with a simple geometric model based 
on reflection and refraction at the interfaces. The time of flight between two elements is 
calculated as  
 

 

(3) 

with yE=ri   ,  yR=(ri+rj)/2 (4) 

 
ri and rj are the mean radii of elements i and j, z1 and c1 the (known) thickness and sound 
velocity of the first medium, z2 and c2 the (unknown) thickness and sound velocity of the 
investigated layer. Also the coordinate yD of the point PD is unknown, but can be determined 
by Fermat’s principle meaning that the time of flight must be minimal. Equating the 
derivative to zero leads to a polynom of 4th degree.  
 

 
(5) 

 
It is possible to find an explicit solution under certain conditions: e.g. c1 < c2, ri ≥ rj which is 
without loss of generality because of tij = tji. Taking into account that z2 is connected with c2 
by the time of flight T between surface und back wall echoes it can be replaced with 
z2  = c2T2/2. This leads to: 
 

,
 

(6) 

 
where tij is a function of the (solely unknown) variable c2. Connecting the measured time 
differences Δtij with these functions allows determining c2 with the least-squares method. 
 

 
(7) 

 
Of course, the determined sound velocity provides the thickness of the layer.  

2.3 Sound field calculations 

GREEN’S functions describe the pulse response of a point source in a special geometry. They 
can be derived for layered elastic solids applying integral transform methods on the wave 
equation [4]. Assuming a harmonic excitation also allows to determine harmonic GREEN’S 
funcions [5]. The sound field of the transducer can be determined by covering the active area 
with point sources and superposing their sound fields. If there are several layers the sound 
propagation in each layer can be simulated by calculating the stress distribution on each 
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interface and using this distribution as source for the next medium. This allows to calculate 
the stress at the receiving elements. Also the transient response can be calculated by 
convolving stress values at various frequencies with the spectrum of the excitation signal. 
Figure 5 shows the calculated signals for transceiving with central element, first, second and third ring for a 
steel plate of 8 mm behind a delay line of 20 mm. 

 

 

Figure 5. Signal synthesis by sound field calculation: transceiving with central element (left) second ring 
(centre) and fourth ring (right). 

 

The algorithm of signal separation, discussed in the previous sections, can be applied also on these simulated 
signals. Some determined time of flight differences are shown in table 1 for the example of a steel plate of 6 mm 
behind 20 mm water delay line.  

 

Table 1. Comparison of simulated and geometric modelled time differences 

  t22 [ns]  t33 [ns]  t44 [ns]  t55 [ns]  t66 [ns] 

tsim  160  212  276  396  540 

tgeo  97  197  299  405  548 

 

Notably, the times from geometric model and from sound field calculation differ due to the wave behaviour of 
sound. So the times gained from simulation can be used to addapt the model 

The coordinate yE,geo was defined as the geometric average of inner and outer radius of the ring yE,geo. As all 
other parameters are defined in the simulation, yE is the only parameter that can be chosen arbitrarily as input 
for the geometric model. Thus this yE,corr is determined resulting in the time differences gained from simulation. 
These effective radii yE,corr can be used afterwise for an improved determination of thickness an sound velocity. 

 

 3. Results 

Measurements were done for a two-layered structure with the first layer of water and the second layer of steel, 
aluminium and brass with a thickness d of 6 mm up to 14 mm. Table 2 shows the determined time differences 
for transceiving with the same element for different specimens. The times gained from signal separation (signal) 
are compared with the times which should result from the geometric model (model).  
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Table 2. Comparison of measured and geometric modelled time differences 

  t22 [ns] t33 [ns] t44 [ns] t55 [ns] t66 [ns] 
 d[mm] signal model signal model signal model signal model signal model 
steel, c = 
5920 m/s 

6 129 97 192 197 333 299 398 405 191 548 
8 107 83 196 168 296 256 375 347 474 471 
10 107 72 182 147 191 224 299 304 418 413 
14 106 58 123 117 193 179 231 243 321 332 

aluminium,  

c = 

6417 m/s  

6 98 89 164 180 311 274 380 370 136 501 
8 86 75 182 152 280 232 364 314 457 427 
10 96 65 198 132 202 201 293 273 405 371 
14 107 51 135 104 225 159 256 216 355 295 

brass, c = 
4440 m/s 

6 136 144 234 256 319 390 363 529 364 718 
8 90 131 206 227 267 347 319 470 410 639 
10 141 121 210 205 240 312 378 424 419 577 
14 187 104 186 170 238 260 221 354 343 482 

 
Visibly most of the determined times are in the range of the geometric model +-20 %.  There 
are high deviations for t22, so they are not used for the following determination of the sound 
velocities. Additionally it is known that the time difference must increase with the element 
number, so that implausible values as t66 for d = 6 mm can be rejected.  
Table 2 shows the determined sound velocities and the corresponding determined 
thicknesses: first using all 35 values (call, dall) and alternatively using only the plausible values 
out of table 1 (csel, dsel).  
 

Table 3. Determined sound velocities by time differences of table 2 of measured specimens  
Material steel, c = 5920 m/s aluminium, c = 6417 m/s brass, c = 4440 m/s 

d [mm] 6 8 10 14 6 8 10 14 6 8 10 14 
call [m/s] 6839 5023 5175 5010 7685 5533 4886 - 4796 5490 5030 3852 
dall [mm] 6.93 6.79 8.74 11.85 7.18 6.90 11.98 - 6.48 9.89 11.32 12.14 
csel [m/s] 5830 5600 5879 5900 6442 6012 6142 5682 5244 5409 - - 
dsel [mm] 5.91    7.57 9.93 13.95 6.02 7.49 9.57 12.39 7.09    9.75 - - 

  

To addapt the model, the simulations are done for steel plates of various thicknesses after a 
delay line of 15 mm and 20 mm respectively. The corrected radii are based on the signals of 
a steel plate of 8 mm thickness with 15 mm delay line. Table 4 shows real and effective radii 
of the transducer.  
 

Table 4. Different source points for geometric model 
Element 1 2 3 4 5 6 

yE,geo [mm] 1,58 2,90 3,85 4,64 5,34 6,19 

yE,corr [mm] 1.58 3.24 3.55 4.76 5.47 6.39 

 
Table 5 compares sound velocities determined with radii yE,geo and yE,corr. Note that the 
determination with yE,geo is not possible for some values. With the corrected source points the 
error in determination is less than 1%. 
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Table 5. Comparison of determined sound velocities with the attaching points of the ray yE,geo and yE,corr 

delay line 15 mm 20 mm 
t d [mm] 4  6  8  10  14  4 mm 6 mm 8 mm 10  14  

cgeo [m/s] 5688 5787 - - 5649 5682 5765 5647 5772 5688 
ccorr [m/s] 5866 5920 5923 5960 5929 5883 5902 5909 5939 5866 

4. Discussion 

The measurements for brass for d = 10 mm and d = 14 mm fail because the signal to noise 
ratio is too high so that the determination of the time differences is too deficient. There is 
also no analysable signal for emission and detection at the 5th ring because the incident angle 
is too high (near the angle of total reflection).  
This leads to the main problem of this analysis: To determine the sound velocities only a 
geometric model is used. Snell’s Law is only valid for plain waves and therefore for an 
infinitely extended transducer.  
To calculate the correct time of flight sound field simulations taking into account the 
transducer parameters are done for different layer thicknesses. They allow assuming 
effective, corrected source points for the geometric model. Although it has to be determined 
in which range of thicknesses and sound velocities this correction is valid. it has been shown 
that for the examples the accuracy can be improved to 99%. As future work, the corrected 
source points will be calculated for various pairs of thickness and sound velocity. The 
algorithm to determine sound velocity will then consist of three steps: first to get thickness 
and sound velocity from pure geometric model, second to choose a set for correction 
attaching points where simulated and determined values agree best and third a second 
determination with corrected input for the geometric model.  
Table 3 shows that a preselection of used times improve the results significantly. E.g. t22 is 
neglected because the phase shift is in the range of the wavelength. As already shown in [1] 
the method of signal separation fails for these small time differences. Additional automatic 
algorithms have to be developed to decide whether a value is plausible and if it can be used 
for the least mean square algorithm or not.  
To reach more plausible time differences also the signal separation has to be improved. In 
this contribution, only the signal of the central element is used as a reference signal. If the 
central element is used for emission and another element for detection a single signal is 
produced for angular incidence. This might supply better reference signals for emitting and 
receiving with different elements. So it should be examined, whether they can be used to 
improve the signal separation for emission and detection at different elements. Also a second 
back wall echo could be used as a reference signal if the second signal part is missing.  

5. Conclusion 

A fast and efficient method for a simultaneous determination of sound velocity and thickness 
of a two-layered structure has been presented by means of an annular array. It analyses the 
different signal parts of an echo reflected from the examined interface. These signal parts 
correspond to different propagation paths. The time difference between the signal parts 
contains the information about thickness and sound velocity of a layer. Although the signal 
parts interfere it has been shown that their separation is possible using a reference signal. 
This is recorded directly during the measurement and has not to be supplied preliminarily.  
The feasibility of the method has been proved. The accuracy can be improved from 95% 
using a pure geometric model up to 99% correcting the model parameters by soundfield 
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calculations. Further improvement is possible by means of: selecting alternative reference 
signals, developing plausibility checks for automatic processing and advancing the signal 
separation. 
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